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Dedi ated to Rod Burstall
Introdu tion
Rod Burstall gave me my rst a ademi job. This was, he explained, to help his group learn about
some of the more advan ed aspe ts of ategory theory. In fa t I spent mu h of my time learning
from them about some of the more advan ed, now fundamental, aspe ts of Computer S ien e.
I've always been grateful to Rod, both for the opportunity, and for his willingness to give me time
to learn. So it's appropriate that I o er this essentially tutorial paper to him. Better late than
never!
Ba k in the dawn of time Linton [Lin66℄ dis overed that there was a onne tion between onesorted algebrai theories and the ategori al notion of monad, or more pre isely, monads with
rank on the ategory of sets. From the ategorist's point of view this is important be ause it gives
a good ranking of the de nitional power of the notion of monad, pla ing monads at the bottom
end of a hierar hy of theories with generi models, with geometri theories and their lassifying
toposes at the top.
However, monads exist on ategories other than Set, and many of the attra tive properties of
algebras an be proved in great generality of the algebras for a monad. For example the ategory
of algebras for a monad is omplete if the monad is on a omplete ategory. There is also an
attra tive notion of free (in the sense of initial) algebra. Indeed, monads orrespond pre isely
to the theories re overable from the ategory of algebras together with the free algebra-forgetful
fun tor adjun tion. Partly be ause of this onne tion with the notion of adjun tion, and partly
be ause of a large olle tion of examples, the notion of monad has long been one of the basi
tools of ategory theory. The rst substantial use in the Computer S ien e setting was by Moggi
[Mog91℄ who separated the notions of value and omputation of a given type, and produ ed a
system in whi h omputations form the free algebra on the values for a monad whi h en apsulates
the omputational e e ts present in the programming language. This idea fed through into the
fun tional programming ommunity where it has led to te hniques in stru turing ompilers for
both fun tional and non-fun tional languages [CH97, Gor94, LH96, LHJ95, JW93, Wad95, Wad97,
Wad98℄. Less surprisingly the losely related theory of sket hes has been used to give a ounts of
the onstru tion of datatypes [BW90℄.
These appli ations depend on looking at monads on ategories other than Set, and for these
ategories something interesting happens. Equational logi an be soundly interpreted in any
ategory with nite produ ts (indeed, one an stret h even this generality a bit). One-sorted
algebrai theories still give monads, but now there are ( nitary) monads whi h do not arise from
equational theories, and a natural question to ask is what sort of theory they do ome from. The
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answer in many ases turns out to be that the theories are still equational, but that the notion
of operation has to be generalised. Instead of operations taking tuples as input and produ ing
a single output, we now have to onsider operations whi h take stru tured input and produ e
stru tured output. So, in the ase of monads on Poset we get theories whi h have operations whi h
take pairs (x1 ; x2 ) su h that x1  x2 as input, and where we an say that one term has to be less
than or equal to another, giving us more expressive power than simple equations.
The situation be omes still more interesting, and more omplex, if we are interested in enri hed
ategories. Here, one an vary both the ategory over whi h the monad is taken, and the degree of
enri hment, so that it is ommon, for example, to onsider theories monadi over Cat as enri hed
over any one of Set, Gpd or Cat itself. This gives a range of possibilities whi h is rarely spelt out.
The main aim of this paper is to take some examples and look in detail at the kinds of theories
that are monadi or enri hed monadi over these ategories. However, the general theory itself
needs some explanation, and before giving the examples there is an expository a ount of this
material, both in the original Set-based setting, and in the more general enri hed version.
This paper, then, falls into three se tions. In the rst of these there is an a ount of Linton's
theory. Despite the standard nature of these results I have been unable to nd a modern a essible
a ount, and a ordingly se tion 1 of the paper ontains more detail than I would really like.
Linton's lassi al results were extended to a wider lass of ategories. Some relevant early work
here is that of Kelly [DK83℄, and Burroni [Bur81℄ on monads Graph and Cat. Kelly and Power
[KP93℄ extended the lassi al results from ordinary to enri hed ategories and from Set to losed
ategories enri hed over a lo ally nitely presentable ategory whi h are themselves lo ally nitely
presentable as a losed ategory. (This is not the most general form of the theory. Gordon and
Power have generalised it to a lass of ategories enri hed over ertain bi ategories, see [GP98℄ for
the presentation of monads, and [GP97℄ for the de nition of the lass of bi ategories). The se ond
part of the paper ontains an a ount of Kelly and Power's work. Here, my main aim has been to
ommuni ate (most of) the ideas behind their approa h. The a ount here is quite sket hy, but
there are de ent referen es whi h an interested reader an use to ll in the gaps. The material
here should be a essible to a reader familiar with ategory theory who knows what a monoidal
ategory is. I hope even those who nd this part hopelessly obs ure will not be put o , be ause
the nal (and perhaps most important) part of the paper onsists of several on rete examples of
the use of the material presented in the se ond part.
We deal with ve di erent base ategories, and in ea h ase explore the impli ations of hoosing
di erent enri hments. We also look at how we might present the generalisations of one-sorted
equational theories that arise. Some of this material has been presented elsewhere, some not.
The rst example we give on erns the ase when the base ategory is a power of Set. Here,
the onne tion is with many-sorted equational theories, a little-known folklore result. The se ond example is monadi ity over Poset. This orresponds to what appears to be a new form of
inequational logi , the hief hara teristi of whi h is the ability to form operations whose domain
of de nition is subje t to some order onstraints on the input variables. This gives the logi
something of the power of onditional inequational logi , though stri tly speaking, the two are
in omparable in strength.
The next examples are Graph and Cat. In ontrast to the other examples, it is not lear to me
how important Graph is as a base of de nition in its own right. The ategory theorist's instin t
is to go instead for Cat, but it is possible that Graph may be useful for dealing with the theory of
sket hes. We have two reasons for in luding it. One is that many lasses of ategories are monadi
over Graph, and it is useful to give some idea of why this is the ase. The other is that it also serves
as a ounterexample to the prin iple that the theory is leanest when it has the maximal degree
of enri hment. Cat, on the other hand, is a ri h and signi ant base. Most examples of ategories
with stru ture are monadi over Cat, with varying degrees of enri hment. Indeed we only leave
the monadi world when we start to talk about brations and indexed stru tures. For on rete
examples of ategories monadi over Cat, we dis uss ategories with pullba ks and artesian losed
ategories.
The nal example is the use of Subset-Cat. This has been used re ently by Power to give a
treatment of ategories in whi h there are operations fun torial on or natural with respe t to some
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parti ular lass of maps. An example is his reworking of the theory of premonoidal ategories.
I would like to thank John Power and David Murphy for their onstru tive omments on an
earlier draft of this paper.
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The lassi al theory

We begin with a survey of the lassi al theory, whi h aims at an analysis of the ategories monadi
over Set. This material is due originally to Linton [Lin66℄, and onne ts monads with one-sorted
algebrai theories. We shall not give detailed proofs, sin e they are not diÆ ult to onstru t, but
we shall aim to ommuni ate the basi ideas.
De nition 1.1 A monad T on a ategory C is given by a fun tor T : C ! C, together with natural
transformations  : I ! T and  : T 2 ! T su h that T ();  = T ;  and T ();  = T ;  = IT .
De nition 1.2 An algebra for a monad T is given by an obje t X of C together with a \stru ture
map" : T X ! X su h that ; = 1X and T ( ); = ; .
A morphism of algebras hX; i ! hY; i is given by a map  : X ! Y su h that T (); = ; .
Together these form the ategory T-Alg of algebras for the monad T.

If we ompare these with the de nitions of algebras and homomorphisms for a fun tor T , we
see that an algebra for a monad T is given by an algebra for the fun tor T whi h satis es ertain
ompatibility onditions with the extra stru ture possessed by the monad. A morphism of algebras
for the monad, on the other hand, does not have to satisfy extra onditions; it is just a morphism
of the underlying T -algebras. This means that the ategory T-Alg is a full sub ategory of the
ategory of algebras for the fun tor T . As we shall see in a moment, there is a dire t analogy
here with the algebras for algebrai theories. We shall need one further re nement of the notion
of monad, that of a monad with rank.
De nition 1.3 A monad T is said to have nite rank, or to be nitary if the fun tor T preserves
ltered olimits. More generally T is said to have rank (where is a regular ardinal) if T
preserves - ltered olimits. (We re all that a ategory D is said to be - ltered if every family
ontaining less than obje ts has a o- one over it, and every family of less than parallel maps
an be oequalized. A olimit is said to be - ltered if the diagram of whi h it is a olimit is an
- ltered ategory).

We now move on to algebrai theories.
De nition 1.4 A signature  for a one-sorted algebrai theory is given by a olle tion F of
fun tion symbols together with a fun tion ar : F ! Nat giving the arity of ea h fun tion.
An algebrai theory T is given by a signature  together with a olle tion E of equations between
terms built up from the fun tions in the signature and variables.

As usual, onstants are identi ed with fun tions of arity zero.
This notion of theory is nitary in the sense that the arity of ea h basi operation is nite (and
hen e so is the arity of ea h term of nite depth). There is no requirement that either the set of
fun tion symbols or the set of equations be nite. We an generalise this by allowing in nitary
operations, and de ne a theory of rank to be one in whi h the basi operations all have arity
less than . The signi an e of the notion of rank is that a monad of rank orresponds to an
algebrai theory in whi h the fun tions have arity at most .
De nition 1.5 An algebra for the algebrai theory T is given by a set X , alled the arrier of
the algebra, together with interpretations for ea h of the operations in . A fun tion symbol f of
arity k must be interpreted by a fun tion [ f ℄ : X k ! X . Given this, a term ontaining n distin t
variables gives rise to a fun tion X n ! X de ned by indu tion on the stru ture of the term. An
algebra must also satisfy the equations given in E in the sense that equated terms give rise to
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identi al fun tions (with obvious adjustments where the equated terms do not ontain exa tly the
same variables).
A homomorphism of algebras from an algebra X to an algebra Y is given by a fun tion  : X ! Y
whi h ommutes with the operations of the algebra: ([[f ℄ X (x1 ; : : : ; xk )) = [ f ℄ Y ((x1 ); : : : ; (xk )):
This gives rise to a ategory whi h we shall all T-Alg.

Now we have the basi de nitions, we an explain the onne tion between algebrai theories
and monads. Our rst goal is to show that given a ( nitary one-sorted) algebrai theory, T, there
is a orresponding monad.
We start with the free algebra T (X ) on a set X . A on rete way to onstru t this is to take as
arrier a set of equivalen e lasses of losed terms formed from the fun tion symbols of T and an
additional onstant symbol for ea h element of X . The equivalen e on this set is provable equality
in the equational theory generated by the equations in ET . An alternative is given by thinking
of X as a set of variables rather than a set of onstants, then we an think of T (X ) as being the
set of derived operations of arity X for the theory. In either ase the operations of the theory
are interpreted synta ti ally: [ f ℄ ([t1 ℄; : : : ; [tk ℄) = [f (t1 ; : : : ; tk )℄, where, as usual, bra es denote
equivalen e lass. Proving that this de nition is onsistent, and verifying the universal property
of this algebra is a standard pie e of universal algebra. It is immediate from this universal property
that the map X 7! T (X ) extends to a fun tor T : Set ! Set.
This fun tor arries monad stru ture: the natural transformation  is given by the obvious
\in lusion" of X in T (X ): x 7! [x℄. The interpretation of  is almost equally simple. An element
of T 2(X ) is the equivalen e lass of a term built up from elements of T (X ), so that instead of
t(x1 ; : : : ; xk ), a typi al element of T 2 (X ) is given by the equivalen e lass of some t([t1 ℄; : : : ; [tk ℄).
The transformation  is de ned to map [t([t1 ℄; : : : ; [tk ℄)℄ to [t(t1 ; : : : ; tk )℄. This makes sense be ause
substitution of provably equal expressions into the same term results in provably equal terms. With
these de nitions  and  are natural transformations and satisfy the onditions of de nition 1.1.
We shall all this monad T.
The next step is to verify that the two notions of algebra oin ide.
Lemma 1.6 Given a set X , then algebra stru tures on X for the theory T are in bije tion with
algebra stru tures for the monad T. Moreover, this bije tion extends to algebra homomorphisms
between algebras on sets X and Y .
Proof. Suppose we have an algebra stru ture on X for the theory T. If t is a losed term de ned
over the extended language whi h in ludes onstants denoting the elements of X , then the algebra
stru ture on X gives rise to an interpretation of t in X , for whi h we shall write [ t℄ . Moreover,
if t is provably equal to t0 , then [ t℄ = [ t0 ℄ . Now T (X ) is the free algebra on X , and its elements
are pre isely equivalen e lasses of terms of this kind. So t 7! [ t℄ gives a fun tion : T (X ) ! X .
We laim that this is an algebra stru ture for the monad T. This follows sin e [ [x℄℄℄ = x and
[ [[[t℄ ℄℄℄ = [ [t℄℄℄, whi h orrespond to the two requirements on algebras for a monad from de nition
1.2 (n.b. we have abused notation slightly here by identifying an element of X with the onstant

whi h denotes it).
Conversely, suppose we have an algebra stru ture on X for the monad T, given by : T (X ) !
X . Then, given a fun tion symbol f , we an de ne a fun tion [ f ℄ : X k ! X by [ f ℄ (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) =
([f (x1 ; : : : ; xk )℄): We an prove by stru tural indu tion on terms that this gives rise to an interpretation of terms su h that [ t℄ = ([t℄). This learly equates provably equal terms, and hen e
satis es the equations of the theory. Thus we have an algebra stru ture on X for the theory T.
It is now easy to verify that these two operations are mutually inverse and extend to homomorphisms of algebras.

Lemma 1.7 If T is a nitary algebrai theory, then the monad T arising from it is nitary.
Proof. We must show that the fun tor T preserves ltered olimits. Suppose F : D ! Set is a
ltered olimit diagram. Its olimit Y is al ulated by taking the disjoint union of fF (d)jd 2 Dg
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and quotienting out by the equivalen e relation x  x0 if x 2 F (d), x0 2 F (d0 ) and there are
: d ! d00 , : d0 ! d00 , su h that F ( )(x) = F ( )(x0 ).
We need to show that T (Y ) is the olimit of the fun tor F ; T . Clearly there is a o one over
F ; T with vertex T (Y ), so it suÆ es to show that every element of T (Y ) is in the image of some
T (F (d)), and that elements of T (F (d)) and T (F (d0 )) get mapped to the same element of T (Y )
only if they get mapped to the same element in the olimit.
Now, an element of T (Y ) is an equivalen e lass [t(y1 ; : : : ; yn )℄ for some term with onstants
from Y . There an only be nitely many of these, y1 ; : : : ; yn say. These ome from the sets
F (d1 ); : : : ; F (dn ), say. However, sin e D is ltered, we an nd an obje t d into whi h all of the
di map. This means that the yi ould equally well be taken to be equivalent elements in F (d).
Hen e [t(y1 ; : : : ; yn)℄ omes from an element of T (F (d)).
Similarly, suppose t 2 T (F (d)) and t0 2 T (F (d0 )) are both mapped to the same element in
T (Y ), then by nding an obje t of D into whi h both d and d0 map, we an assume that d = d0 .
Now t and t0 are both built from nitely many elements of F (d), x1 ; : : : ; xn , say. So we shall abuse
notation and write t(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) and t0 (x1 ; : : : ; xn ). Let id : F (d) ! Y be the insertion of F (d)
into the olimit. Then we an derive T (id)(t) = t(id (x1 ); : : : ; id(xn )) = t0 (id(x1 ); : : : ; id(xn )) =
T (id)(t0 ) in T (Y ). That means that this is provable from the equations for T and the equalities
amongst the id (xj ) valid in Y . But sin e Y is the olimit, and D is ltered, we an nd : d ! d00
su h that all these equalities hold in F (d00 ). Hen e t and t0 are equal in T (F (d00 )), as required.
Thus, any nitary algebrai theory gives rise to a nitary monad with the same algebras. Next
we show that any nitary monad gives rise to a nitary algebrai theory (the generalisation to
monads with rank is straightforward).
First, any set is the olimit of its set of nite subsets (ordered by in lusion), and this olimit
is ltered. So, for any set X , T (X ) is determined (up to isomorphism) by the values of T on nite
sets. Similarly, using naturality, so are X and X .
Se ond, noti e that the argument given above for turning theories into monads suggests that
T (X ) should be the free algebra on X , whi h we an view as the set of derived operations of arity
X in the theory.
We would like to be able to pi k out ertain operations of parti ular arities as basi . However,
there is obviously no anoni al way of doing this in general. Many well-known theories an be
presented by operations and equations in more than one irredundant way. For example, in the
theory of boolean algebras, ea h of and and or is de nable from the other and not, using the de
Morgan laws and double negation. This gives two di erent irredundant presentations. Moreover,
the theory an also be presented using only one operation: either nand or nor, amongst others.
The solution for this la k of a anoni al minimal hoi e of basi operations is to take the
maximal hoi e. Take all derived operations as basi , and then impose suÆ ient equations on
them to be able to determine how ertain operations an be built from others.
Lemma 1.8 If T is a nitary monad on
from a one-sorted equational theory T

, then

Set

T

is (up to isomorphism) the monad arising

Proof. The theory T has a fun tion symbol f of arity n for ea h element of T (n) (and for ea h
n). The equations are de ned in three groups, orresponding to the fun toriality of T , and to 
and .

 for ea h  : n ! m, and ea h f 2 T (n), the equation
f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) = [T ()(f )℄((x1 ); : : : ; (xn )):

 for ea h n, and ea h i  n, the equation
xi = [n (i)℄(x1 ; : : : ; xn ):
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 for ea h g : n ! T (m), and ea h f 2 T (n) the equation
f (g1 ; : : : ; gn ) = [m (T (g)(f ))℄(x1 ; : : : ; xm )

(writing gi for g(i)(x1 ; : : : ; xm )).
By stru tural indu tion, any derived operation for this theory is provably equal to a basi one.
Moreover, ea h T (n) has a natural model stru ture for the theory whi h equates n-ary operators
only if they are represented by equal elements of T (n). It follows that T is the monad orresponding
to the theory is T as required.
We on lude this se tion with examples whi h do not t into this framework. For example,
not every monad has a rank, still less is nitary. One instan e is the ovariant powerset fun tor
(for whi h  is union), though the nite powerset fun tor does.
Another example is given by the fun tor: T (X ) = [X ! 2℄ ! 2
where A ! B is the set of fun tions from the set A to the set B , and
X (x) = f : X ! 2: f (x)
X () = f : X ! 2:(X !2 )

Under a relatively mild set-theoreti hypothesis, that every ordinal is less than a strong ina essible, a simple ounting argument shows that the monad annot have
W a rank. For suppose it
has rank , then pi k a strong ina essible  larger than . Then  = < , and this is - and
hen e - ltered. However, sin e  is strongly ina essible then for any < , jT ( )j < , whereas
jT ()j > , by Cantor's theorem.
This is potentially a signi ant example, sin e this is the form used by Moggi and others to
give denotational semanti s to ontinuation-passing.
Finally, we note that even a monad without rank an be regarded as generating a theory with
a proper lass of operations and equations. For example, the powerset monad orresponds to a
theory in whi h there is an operation of arity for ea h giving the subset whose elements are
exa tly its arguments (so a subset of ardinality at most ), subje t to all the equations for
idempoten y, permutation, and union. Note that theories arising in this way have only a set of
operations of any given arity, and so are dealt with by the theory above unless they have basi
operations of unbounded arity.
On the other hand, not every algebrai theory whi h requires operations of unbounded arity
need orrespond to a monad. An example of this is the theory of omplete boolean algebras. The
expression of this requires sup and inf for sets of arbitrary ardinality, and the free su h algebra on
ountably many generators annot exist be ause it would be too large to be a set ( f. Johnstone
[Joh82℄, p. 33-34). Hen e, we annot de ne the fun tor part of a monad.
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A more general ontext

In this se tion we dis uss the generalisation of the lassi al theory given in se tion 1. The material
in this se tion is due to Kelly and Power [KP93℄. However a slightly less general and more on rete
exposition an be found in [Pow90℄. The theory generalises in two dire tions: rst we an onsider
ategories monadi over something other than Set (spe i ally ategories monadi over a lo ally
nitely presentable ategory), and then we an onsider an enri hed version of this more general
theory. Both referen es onsider only the nitary version of the theory, but it seems that they
extend trivially to a rank version.
We begin by re alling the notion of a lo ally nitely presentable ategory. Sin e the reason
for the importan e of this lass of ategories is not apparent from the usual abstra t de nition
(2.1.1 below), we give it here in the form of a olle tion of equivalent onditions, showing how an
arbitrary lo ally nitely presentable ategory an be viewed as the ategory of models for a logi al
theory of a ertain form.
6

An obje t X of a ategory C is said to be nitely presentable (or nitary) if the representable
fun tor C(X; ) preserves ltered olimits. We shall write Cfp for the full sub ategory of C on the
nitely presentable obje ts.
De nition 2.1 ([GU71℄, et al.) The following onditions on a ategory C are equivalent:
1.

C

has all small limits and olimits, the ategory Cfp is essentially small, and any obje t in C
is a ltered olimit of the nitely presentable obje ts whi h map into it.

2.

C

3.

C

4.

C

is equivalent to the ategory of nite-limit-preserving fun tors Cfp ! Set.

5.

C

is the ategory of models for a nite limit sket h.

is the ategory of models for an essentially algebrai theory.

is equivalent to the ategory of nite-limit-preserving fun tors
ategory D with nite limits.

D

! Set for some small

A ategory satisfying one (and hen e all) of these is said to be lo ally nitely presentable or lfp,
for short. (N.B. ondition 1 an be repla ed by any one of a number of similar but super ially
weaker statements).

The essentially algebrai theories mentioned here are more general than many-sorted algebrai
theories. The di eren e is that an essentially algebrai theory allows operations whose domain is
an equationally de ned subset of some produ t of the previously de ned domains. The anoni al
example of this is omposition in a ategory, whi h is de ned only on omposable, not arbitrary
pairs. An important onsequen e of this freedom is that we an express onditional equations
in the logi , though the extra expressive power of onditionally de ned operations goes beyond
this. Examples of lfp ategories are Set, Setk , Poset, Graph, and Cat. We shall be onsidering the
ategories monadi over ea h of these, and also onsidering the e e t of various enri hments.
We now turn to the theory of enri hed ategories.
It is not too misleading, at least initially to think of an enri hed ategory as being a ategory
in whi h the hom-sets arry some extra stru ture (and in whi h that stru ture is preserved by
omposition). In traditional mathemati al appli ations, the additional stru ture is often that of
an abelian group, or module, whereas in omputer s ien e appli ations it is more likely to be
a partial order. The notion of enri hed ategory is, however, more general, and allows for the
\hom-sets" of the enri hed ategory to be obje ts of some monoidal ategory, traditionally alled
V . A surprising (and surprisingly fruitful) example of this more general form is a formulation of
the notion of metri spa e in whi h the points of spa e X form the obje ts of an enri hed ategory
X, and the \hom-set" X(a; b) is the distan e from a to b, for details see [Law73℄. A more familiar
example an be taken from the semanti s of type theory. Typi ally, when giving a ategori al
semanti s to a type theory, the elements of the hom-set C(S; T ) are the losed terms of type
[S ! T ℄ (or equivalen e lasses thereof). However, enri hed ategory theory would allow us to
enri h over the ategory of types, and to take [S ! T ℄ itself as the hom-set. More generally, any
artesian losed ategory an be regarded as enri hed over itself.
Most traditional ategory theory an be developed in the enri hed ontext, though to get
any distan e requires some further onditions on the ategory over whi h the enri hment is taking pla e (notably some ompleteness onditions). For the moment we signal the existen e of
enri hed fun tors, whi h are those whi h preserve the stru ture on hom-sets, and enri hed natural transformations, whi h as far as we shall be on erned, are given by the data for an ordinary natural transformation, subje t to the naturality requirement that the obvious two maps
C(A; B ) ! D(F A; GB ) are equal. For details see Kelly [Kel82a℄.
An enri hed monad is given by the obvious generalisation of the notion of monad to enri hed
ategory theory: the underlying ategory, the fun tor T , and the two natural transformations 
and  must all be enri hed, and the equations given by the diagrams in de nition 1.1 must still
hold. This enables us to de ne an ordinary ategory of algebras for the monad. If the enri hing
7

ategory V has equalizers, then the ategory of algebras an also be enri hed over V : our rst
example of the need for greater ompleteness properties on V . The Kelly-Power theory applies
in the ase that V is a symmetri monoidal losed ategory whi h is lo ally nitely presentable
as a losed ategory (whi h is equivalent to demanding that the underlying ordinary ategory Vo
is lfp, and that the monoidal stru ture on Vo restri ts to one on its nitely presentable obje ts,
for details see [Kel82a, Kel82b, KP93℄, but note in parti ular that the unit I must be nitely
presentable). From this point onwards we shall assume that all ategories and onstru tions are
enri hed over su h a V , unless we signal otherwise by the use of the word \ordinary".
However, Kelly and Power take a di erent, somewhat more abstra t view of the notion of
monad. Brie y, from a ategorist's point of view a monoid is an obje t M equipped with two
maps 1 : 1 ! M and m : M  M ! M , su h that ertain diagrams ommute. Now it would not be
at all important from the point of view of these diagrams, that ( )  ( ) is artesian produ t, were
it not for the fa t that some impli it use is made of the isomorphisms 1  M 
=M 
= M  1 and

(M  M )  M = M  (M  M ). So if we repla e ( )  ( ) by ( ) ( ), and 1 by I , and make the
use of these isomorphisms expli it, then it makes sense to talk about a monoid in any monoidal
ategory. In parti ular, if C is any ategory, then, modulo the size problems inherent in forming
fun tor ategories, Cat(C; C) an be made into a monoidal ategory by taking I to be the identity
fun tor and F G to be the omposite F Æ G. A monoid in this monoidal ategory is exa tly a
monad on C.
Now, enri hed or not, a nitary fun tor T : A ! A on a lo ally nitely presentable ategory is
determined by its restri tion to the nitely presentable obje ts of A. Moreover, nitary fun tors
ompose to give nitary fun tors. So the monoidal stru ture given above for Cat(A; A) restri ts
to the sub ategory of nitary fun tors, whi h an in turn be identi ed with Cat(Afp ; A).
In the ase of Set, the nitely presentable obje ts are nite sets, in the ase of Setk , they are
tuples of sets, all of whose omponents are nite, and all but nitely many of whi h are empty.
Finally, in the ase of Poset, the nitely presentable obje ts are the nite posets. These obje ts
serve as \arities" for the operators. So, when we onsider ategories monadi over Set, the basi
operations for the orresponding theory will ea h have arity orresponding to some nite set. Sin e
only the isomorphism lass of the set matters, we an regard the arity as the size of this nite
set, whi h is a natural number. Similarly for ategories monadi over Setk , the arity is essentially
a k-tuple of natural numbers, all but nitely many of whi h are zero. This orresponds to the
kind of theories involved, whi h are k-sorted algebras in the sense of equational theories with k
basi sorts (for example, the theory of lists has two basi sorts: lists and atoms). Finally, for
theories monadi over Poset we have arities whi h are nite posets. This allows us to use primitive
operations whi h require order onstraints on their input. One example is that of bounded sup.
This operation takes two elements whi h are bounded above, and returns their least upper bound.
It an be de ned algebrai ally in this sense by giving it three elements as input: the two elements
we want to take the sup of, and a ommon upper bound. Moreover, the basi operations of a
given arity share the stru ture of the underlying ategory, so when we onsider ategories monadi
over Poset, the basi operations of a given arity will themselves form a poset, when we onsider
ategories monadi over Cat they will form a ategory, and so on. Thus, the basi operations are
given by a fun tion B : ob(Afp ) ! A.
There are a number of points worth noting about this de nition. The rst, and most obvious
is that the ategori al stru ture of Afp plays no r^ole. We are only interested in its set of obje ts.
In parti ular, there is nothing to for e the basi operations of one arity to be related in any way
to the basi operations of an isomorphi arity. The se ond is that we allow, and indeed expe t, B
frequently to be empty. The nal point is that instead of talking about a olle tion of operations
stru tured as, for instan e a ategory, we an think of a single operation whose result is a ategory.
Now, an algebra stru ture for a olle tion of operations given in this way is given by an obje t
A, together with a olle tion of maps:
: A( ; A) B ! A:
The tensor used here is not that of the monoidal ategory, but a fun tor V  A ! A whi h
oin ides in the ase A = V . If we think of obje ts in V as sets, and A as an ordinary ategory,
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then U A is the V -indexed opower of A (the disjoint union of U opies of A). This des ription
generalises in a fairly straightforward way. For example, if V = Set and A = Poset, then U A is
the disjoint union of U opies of A, whereas if V = A = Poset, then it is the artesian produ t of
the posets U and A. In general U A is a representing obje t for the fun tor [U; A(A; )℄ : A ! V .
On e we have the basi operations, we an give an a ount of the operations derived from
them. These an be presented as the olimit of an !- hain:
 S0 ( ) =
X
A(e; Sn ( )) Be
 Sn+1 ( ) = +
e2ob(Afp )
where the map in+1( ) : Sn ( ) ! Sn+1 ( ) is
X
 + A(e; in ( )) Be
e

We an think of Sn ( ) as the obje t of derived terms of arity and depth at most n. Be ause of
the use of the tensor, the derived operations depend on the enri hing ategory V . For examples
of this, as well as the dependen e of the notion of algebra, see se tions 3 and 4. As usual, the
derived operations form the initial algebra for the theory.
We must also explain the generalisation of equations. The view taken in [KP93℄ depends on
the identi ation of monads with monoids, mentioned above.
For any obje t A of A, there is a nitary fun tor hA; Ai : A ! A, whi h as usual we an regard
as a fun tor Afp ! A given by
hA; Ai = A( ; A) \j A:
Here A( ; A) is the \set" of -tuples of elements of A, and \j is the otensor ( f. Kelly [Kel82a℄,
p.91 .)1 , so that hA; Ai is the power of A( ; A) opies of A, and hen e an be thought of as the
obje t of operations on A of arity . This however only works for a nitary . For a more general
obje t B , hA; AiB has to be thought of as the subobje t of the obje t of B -ary operations whi h
are nitary (i.e. depend only on a nitary part of B ).
Now hA; Ai has a natural monoid stru ture (in V -Cat(A; A)). A typi al element of hA; Ai Æ
hA; Ai( ) is given by a nitely presentable 0 , together with a map : 0 ! hA; Ai , and an element
of hA; Ai 0 . So we have an operation of arity 0 on A, together with a 0 -tuple of operations of
arity on A. These ompose in the obvious fashion to give an operation of arity on A, and this
gives the multipli ation of the monoid.
Now, a olle tion of basi operations, B as des ribed above also gives rise to a monoid, F B
in a similar fashion. Moreover, an algebra stru ture on A is e e tively the same as a monoid
homomorphism F B ! hA; Ai. Sin e the arities of both sides of an equation must be the same,
we an regard a olle tion of equations as giving a olle tion of operations of the orresponding
arities. Moreover, these operations an be interpreted two di erent ways into the underlying
theory, either by taking the derived operation orresponding to the left-hand side of the equation,
or the operation orresponding to the right. So, from this point of view, a olle tion of equations
is a olle tion of operations, E , together with a pair of monoid maps

!
! F B;
and an algebra stru ture on A is a monoid map F B ! hA; Ai whi h oequalizes them.
FE

Any theory whi h an be presented in this fashion has a orresponding monad (the oequalizer
of the two maps F E ! F B ), but onversely, any nitary monad gives rise to a theory presented
by operations and equations in this sense. To sum up:
Theorem 2.2 (Kelly-Power) If A is a lo ally nitely presentable ategory enri hed over the
lo ally nitely presentable symmetri monoidal losed ategory V , and T = (T; ; ) is a nitary
enri hed monad on A, then T admits a presentation by operations and equations.

1 If X 2 V and A 2 A, then X \
j A is a representing obje t for the
there is an isomorphism C (B; X \
j A) 
= V (X; C (B; A)) V -natural in B
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V -fun

tor

V (X; C (

; A)),

i.e. for any

B

2A

3

Many-sorted algebrai theories

Many traditional mathemati al stru tures are single-sorted, but omputer s ientists interested in
data types are mu h more interested in many-sorted theories. These an be modelled using the
te hnology of monads, by onsidering ategories monadi over Set , where  is the set of basi
sorts for the theory. So in this se tion we shall be onsidering theories monadi over Setk .
In this, as in our other examples, there are at least two possible levels of enri hment. Setk is an
ordinary ategory (enri hment over Set), and, sin e it is artesian losed, it is also enri hed over
itself. (But the general theory applies only when k is nite: when k is in nite the terminal obje t
is not nitely presentable, and so Setk is not lfp as a losed ategory). In either ase a olle tion
of basi operations is given by a fun tion
B : (Setk )fp ! Setk ;
where, as we remarked above, the nitely presentable obje ts in Setk are those k-tuples of nite
sets all but nitely many of whose omponents are empty.
Now, a B -algebra stru ture on an obje t A of Setk is given by a map
: Setk ( ; A) B ! A
for ea h in (Setk )fp.
In the ase of enri hment over Set, Setk ( ; A) is the set of morphisms ! A. In other words
it is the produ t of the oordinatewise fun tion spa es:
Y
[ i ! Ai ℄:
i

The tensor S X is the k-tuple whose i'th omponent is S  Xi . So is given by a k-tuple of
maps ;i : Setk ( ; A)  (B )i ! Ai .
We an now see how is fun tioning as an arity and B as a olle tion of basi operations.
For ea h element f of (B )i we have a fun tion ;i ( ; f ) : Setk ( ; A) ! Ai . So, given a -tuple
of elements of A, \f " gives an element of Ai . Here, of ourse, -tuple has to be interpreted
oordinatewise, so for ea h j we are given a j -tuple of elements of Aj . For example, if k = 2 and
= (3; 1), then a -tuple of elements of A onsists of three elements of A0 and one of A1 , and
hen e f orresponds to a basi operation with three variables of sort 0 and one of sort 1. So the
operations are exa tly what we nd in many-sorted (or more exa tly k-sorted) algebra.
Moreover, if we follow through the re ipe given in the previous se tion, then we nd that the
elements of Sn ( ) are exa tly what we would expe t as the terms of depth at most n from standard
presentations of many-sorted algebra. Finally, the equations are equations.
If, instead, we enri h over Setk itself, then everything is done oordinatewise. Setk ( ; A) is no
longer a set, but the k-tuple of fun tion spa es whose i'th omponent is [ i ! Ai ℄, and the tensor
S X now takes a k-tuple, not a set, on the left, and is the k-tuple (Si  Xi ). It follows that
an algebra stru ture is given by a k-tuple of maps ;i : [ i ! Ai ℄  (B )i ! Ai . Hen e, no basi
operation whi h produ es a result of one sort, an depend on arguments of another sort. We are
looking at a k-tuple of algebra stru tures on Set.
So, we an see that the enri hment over Set gives onventional many-sorted algebra, (or rather
it gives onventional k-sorted algebra) whereas the enri hment over Setk simply gives k-tuples
of single-sorted algebras. This is re e ted in the fa t that for a typi al k-sorted theory, the free
algebra fun tor, whi h takes a k-tuple of sets to the k-tuple of the arriers for the free algebra on
those sets, has (va uously) an enri hment over Set, but not an enri hment over Setk .

4

Poset algebras

This se tion is on erned with theories monadi over Poset. As before there are two possible
enri hments, over Set or over Poset itself. A nitely presentable poset is simply a nite poset. So
a olle tion of basi operations is given by a fun tion B : ob(Posetfp) ! Poset.
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First onsider enri hment over Set. A B -algebra stru ture on A is given by a olle tion of
maps:
: Poset( ; A) B ! A
On e again we have Poset( ; A) giving -tuples of elements of A. In this ase a -tuple is an orderpreserving map from the nite poset to the poset A. Poset( ; A) is interpreted as a set, and this
means that there is no monotoni ity requirement on the interpretation of any given fun tion f in
B . However, there is an order on the elements of B , and sin e S X is the order-theoreti produ t
of S with the dis rete order and X , this means that if f  g as operations, then f ( )  g( ) for
any -tuple in A.
Following this through, there is the same kind of phenomenon in the de nition of the derived
operations: f (s)  g(t) if and only if f  g and s = t.
This kind of pathology an be avoided by onsidering the alternative enri hment instead. When
we enri h over Poset, Poset( ; A) has the same elements as before, but is onsidered as a poset with
the pointwise partial order on fun tions. The tensor, S X , is now the produ t of two posets,
and arries the produ t partial order. It follows that the interpretation of a typi al f in B must
now be monotone in the usual sense, and also that if f  g then the interpretation of f must be
pointwise less than or equal to that of g, as before.
Moreover, when we ome to look at the derived operations, we nd that f (s)  g(t) if and
only if f  g and s  t, as we expe t.
However, when we ome to onsider equations, we nd that the equations are (essentially)
equations between operations. Despite this, we still retain the power of inequational reasoning.
The reason is simple. Our basi operations are partially ordered. So we an repla e an inequation
s(~x)  t(~x) between two derived operations by two new basi operations, fs and ft , ordered
fs  ft , as in the inequation, together with the two equations fs (~x) = s(~x) and ft (~x) = t(~x),
whi h identify the new operations with the two sides of the inequation.
So we are now in the usual world of inequational algebra, ex ept that our arities are posets, not
just sets (and also that we annot handle stri t inequality). What this means from the synta ti
point of view is that we an de ne operations whi h require ertain inequalities to hold between
their inputs.
For example, if we are interested in !-CPO, then we want an operation to give us the sup of
an !- hain. This operation is not de nable in a nitary theory, sin e it takes a ountable hain
as input, but it is de nable in a theory of rank !1 .
Alternatively, one of the de ning hara teristi s of S ott domains is that they have sups of
pairs of elements whi h are bounded above. This an be handled by an operation whose input is
a pair of elements, together with a ommon upper bound, i.e. a opy of the poset :
x2

A
 AA
x1
x0
and whose output is the least upper bound of the lower pair. Of ourse we must still spe ify that
the output is this least upper bound. In order to do that, we introdu e a new family of basi
operations, all of arity , and ordered as
a2

a3

 a1

a0

Finally, as arity for derived operations we shall also need the poset
y2

y20

y0

 y1
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In order to spe ify that our hosen operation (a3 (x0 ; x1 ; x2 )) is the least upper bound of x0 and
x1 , we impose the equations:
a0 (x0 ; x1 ; x2 ) = x0
a1 (x0 ; x1 ; x2 ) = x1
a2 (x0 ; x1 ; x2 ) = x2
a3 (y0 ; y1 ; y2) = a3 (y0 ; y1 ; y20 ):
The rst three of these imply that a3 (x0 ; x1 ; x2 ) is an upper bound for x0 and x1 whi h is below
x2 , and the last implies that it is independent of x2 .
However, this presentation gives a non-standard ategory of S ott domains. The reason is that
algebra homomorphisms must preserve all the operations of the theory. Hen e the maps here must
preserve bounded joins as well as being ontinuous.
Other joins and meets an be spe i ed in a similar fashion. Moreover, by ombining the
te hniques of the last se tion and this, we an deal with many-sorted order-sorted theories by
onsidering theories monadi over Posetk as a Poset-enri hed ategory.
Thinking more synta ti ally, having arities whi h are posets orresponds to having onditionally de ned operations: allowing us to spe ify that the operation f is de ned on the set of
(x0 ; : : : ; xn ) whi h satisfy a ertain family of order onstraints (in the S ott domain example it was
f(x0 ; x1 ; x2 )jx0  x2 ; x1  x2 g). These onstraints, though, have to take the form of some onjun tion of onstraints xi  xj . What we annot do is handle onstraints of the form s(~x)  t(~x).
This puts us in the world of the sket hable [Kel82b, KPT99℄.
Moreover, given two basi operations of the same arity, i.e. with the same number of inputs
and equivalent onstraints, we an say that one is pointwise less than or equal to the other.
The derived operations an then be regarded as the derived operations (in the ordinary synta ti sense) that are well-formed, in that it is provable that onditionally de ned operators are
only applied to terms whi h satisfy the order onstraints in the operator's de nition. The basi
proof rule here is


f  g s 1  t1 ; : : : ; s n  t n
f (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) well-de ned,
g(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) well-de ned
f (s1 ; : : : ; sn )  g(t1 ; : : : ; tn )
Finally, we are allowed equations and (non-stri t) inequations between derived operators.
Thus, the theory is more powerful than standard inequational logi . Be ause of the onditionally de ned operations it has some of the power of a onditional inequational logi (it is an
extension of the fragment in whi h premisses an be onjun tions of inequations between variables).
However, as a logi it is stri tly in omparable with onditional inequational logi as usually formulated, i.e. the logi of Horn lauses where basi propositions are either of the form \term = term"
or of the form \term  term".
We should also make some omment about ategories monadi over ategories of domains.
Where the ategory of domains is lo ally presentable, the theory is mu h the same. This, however,
does not over many examples beyond !-preCPO and its analogues for larger ordinals. The problem
is that even where the obje ts of the ategory an be presented as models of a suitable theory, the
homomorphisms appropriate are not usually general ontinuous fun tions. For example, we get
!-CPO's and stri t maps, sin e the bottom element is part of the stru ture. Similarly, as we have
seen, for S ott domains, we would get maps whi h preserve the sups of bounded sets. Moreover,
onditions su h as algebrai ity or ontinuity do not have the right logi al hara ter to give lo ally
presentable ategories. Despite this, the onstru tions and te hniques given here an sometimes
be made to apply in these settings.

5

Algebres graphiques

This se tion is in luded mainly for histori al reasons, rather than for the intrinsi interest of the
ategory of graphs. However it also serves as a ounterexample to a trend developing in previous
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se tions, where it seems that a useful guideline might be to enri h as mu h as possible, ex ept
when trying to do many-sorted algebra. In this ase we get a rather leaner and more useful theory
from on ning the enri hment to Set.
The pioneering work on Graph was done by A. Burroni [Bur81℄, who produ ed a notion of
\graphi al algebra" (or \algebre graphique"). Anything whi h an be hara terised as a graphi al
algebra is monadi over Graph, and in fa t onversely, although this does not appear in Burroni's
paper. Burroni used this notion to show that all of the ommon lasses of ategories (in luding
toposes) were monadi over Graph. However, one has to be slightly areful. The fun tors between
ategories must preserve all relevant stru ture exa tly, whereas a ategory theorist is generally
interested in fun tors whi h preserve it up to anoni al isomorphism, and in the ase of toposes,
not even that.
Slightly earlier, but independently, Kelly was working on monadi ity over Cat, this time with
extension to the enri hed setting. This is a more subtle and more useful setting, as we shall see
in the next se tion, but for the moment we shall simply note that, in ontrast to Burroni, Kelly
was able to show that his formulation of algebras ompletely hara terized monadi ity over Cat.
Graph is the ategory of dire ted graphs with multiple edges. Ea h graph is given by a set of
verti es and a set of edges. Ea h edge has a domain and a odomain. Morphisms of graphs are
given by pairs of fun tions whi h respe !t the domain and odomain operations. Hen e Graph is
isomorphi to the fun tor ategory Set ! . It is also sometimes helpful to think of a graph as a
ategory without omposition or identities. Following this analogy, a morphism of graphs is given
by the same data as that for a fun tor, without the requirement that it respe t omposition or
identities. There is also a notion of transformation between morphisms, given by the same data
as a natural transformation, but of ourse the requirement that the naturality squares ommute
no longer makes sense.
The nitely presentable obje ts in Graph are simply the nite graphs, and, as usual, these form
the arities for operations. So, for ea h nite graph , we have a graph B of basi operations.
Graph an be enri hed over Set and over itself.
If we enri h over Set, then an algebra stru ture on a graph A onsists of giving, for ea h
f 2 B , for ea h graph morphism s : ! A, a vertex f (s) of A, and for ea h edge e : f ! f 0 in
B , an edge e(s) : f (s) ! f 0 (s) in A. If we enri h over Graph instead, then we must also onsider
transformations s ! s0 . This is not parti ularly interesting for Graph, in marked ontrast to the
analogous situation for Cat.
Equations work at the level of verti es, and at the level of edges.
For example, onsider the theory of ategories. A ategory is a graph with an asso iative
omposition on edges, whi h has identities. So, we need a graph of shape r - r of operations
of arity r - r - r to give the omposition and another graph of shape r - r of operations
of arity r to give the identities. These are subje t to equations whi h say that the sour e and
target of the omposite are as expe ted, and that the sour e and target of the identity are the
given vertex.
However, there is a problem in expressing the axioms involving omposition: the asso iativity
of omposition, and the left and right identity axioms. The problem is that we are only allowed to
form derived operations when we know that they are well-stru tured from the \type information"
of their de nition. In order to know that the left identity law, id Æ f = f , is well formed, we have
to know that the target of the identity map is the vertex on whi h it is an identity. This is given
by one of the previous axioms, and not just by the stru ture of the operations. We annot form
a derived operation whi h represents the omposite id Æ f .
The solution is to de ne a suitable olle tion of basi operations whose arity is that of the
equation we want to express. Put the equation in terms of these, and then impose further equations
whi h allow us to build the new operations as a omposite of our real primitives. In this ase we
aan de ne a graph of shape
0 r
r

a2R ?a1
r
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of operations of arity r - r , giving us a omposable pair (se retly the original map followed
by an identity), and then use omposition on that. We then impose the equations a0 (f ) = f ,
a1 (f ) = id(dom(f )), a2 (f ) = f and a2 (f ) = a1 (f ) Æ a0 (f ). The two equations for a2 then give us
the left identity law.
Analogous solutions exist for the similar problems with the right identity and asso iativity
laws.
There are more problems when it omes to expressing stru tures su h as ategories with limits.
Here there are two problems, one is that the map into a limit one is de ned only for ommuting,
not arbitrary, ones, and the other is that we need to be able to express the uniqueness of the
fa torization map into a limit one. This is dealt with in detail in [Bur81℄ and [DK83℄, and we
refer the reader to these papers for details. (N.B. there is also an a ount in [LS86℄, whi h is lear
ex ept that it is not sensitive to the diÆ ulty of ensuring that operations have well-de ned arities,
and whi h therefore needs reading with are).

6

Algebres ategoriques

In ontrast to previous examples Cat has three useful levels of enri hment. Two of these are of
ourse Set and Cat itself, but the third is Gpd, the ategory of groupoids. A groupoid is a ategory
all of whose morphisms are isomorphisms. Enri hment over Cat orresponds to demanding the
fun toriality of all operations, enri hment over Set orresponds to not demanding any form of
fun toriality, and enri hment over Gpd is the half-way house in whi h we demand fun toriality
only with respe t to isomorphisms. One r^ole this level of enri hment plays is quite similar to
that played by embedding-proje tion pairs in domain theory: it enables us to pla e some kind of
parametri ity onstraint on naturally ontravariant operations. But another is that it allows us to
ope with homomorphisms whi h preserve stru ture up to oherent isomorphism. As we have set
things up, our algebras must have designated stru ture (this orresponds to the ommutation of the
algebra map with the a tion of the monad). This does not present a diÆ ulty for most ategorists.
However, we also insist that homomorphisms preserve the stru ture exa tly, and this does reate
a problem. However, in a Gpd-enri hed ategory, and with a Gpd-enri hed monad we an insert a
2- ell into the de nition of homomorphism (subje t to oheren e onditions orresponding to the
identity and multipli ation of the monad), and this gives us homomorphisms whi h preserve the
stru ture up to oherent isomorphism. In fa t it gives us a formal de nition of what \preserve
up to oherent isomorphism" means for this kind of stru ture. The details of this are, however,
beyond the s ope of the present paper, and the interested reader is referred to [BKP89℄. We
should however note that the usual 2- ategory notation is modi ed to in orporate the hange just
mentioned. T-Alg is the ategory of (stri t) algebras and homomorphisms preserving stru ture up
to oherent isomorphism, while the ategory with whi h we are on erned here, the ategory of
(stri t) algebras and stri t homomorphisms, is usually written T-Algs .
As be ts a more omplex stru ture, the arities available in Cat are more omplex than they
have been up to now. A nitely presentable ategory is not ne essarily nite. A nitely presentable
ategory is one whi h an be presented as a nite olimit of nite ategories. More on retely,
it has a nite number of obje ts, the arrows are generated by omposition from a nite number
of generating arrows, and the equality between omposites is generated by a nite number of
equations. Thus a one-obje t nitely presentable ategory is a nitely presentable monoid in the
usual algebrai sense. In parti ular the free ategory on one obje t and a single (non-identity)
endomorphism has ountably many maps. Most of our examples will, however, involve only nite
ategories. In ea h ase, however, given a nitely presentable ategory , we shall have a ategory
B of basi operations.
As usual, the rst thing is to look at the e e t of ea h of the three levels of enri hment on the
basi operations, via the tensor produ t.
For enri hment over Cat, the hom Cat( ; A) is the ategory of fun tors and natural transformations. The tensor, Cat( ; A) B is the produ t of ategories. This implies that ea h basi
operation, given by an obje t of the ategory B , is interpreted as a fun tor Cat( ; A) ! A, and
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that any morphism between basi operations is interpreted as a natural transformation. For example, if = 2, the dis rete ategory on two obje ts, and B = 1, then we have a fun tor A2 ! A.
And if B = r - r , then we have two fun tors A2 ! A orresponding to the two verti es and
a natural transformation between them orresponding to the arrow.
For enri hment over Gpd, the hom Cat( ; A)iso is the groupoid of fun tors and natural isomorphisms, whi h we an regard as a ategory. The tensor Cat( ; A)iso B is then again the produ t
of ategories. This implies that ea h basi operation is interpreted as a fun tor Cat( ; A)iso ! A,
and hen e is fun torial with respe t to isomorphisms, but not ne essarily with respe t to all morphisms. Again taking the example = 2 and B = r - r , we would have two fun tors A2iso ! A
(where Aiso is the ategory whose obje ts are those of A but ontaining only the isomorphisms),
and a natural transformation between them. The omponents of the natural transformation need
not be isomorphisms.
Finally, for enri hment over Set, the hom is stru tured as a set, whi h orresponds to the
dis rete ategory of fun tors, and hen e there is no fun toriality onstraint whatever. In our
example we would get two binary fun tions on the obje ts of A, and a pointwise olle tion of
maps between them.
Life is now somewhat simpler than it is at the level of Graph, sin e we an express omposition
information dire tly in the arities and results of operations.
As a rst example of a ategory with stru ture monadi over Cat, onsider monoidal ategories.
Here the stru ture onsists of a onstant I , given as an operation of arity 0, a fun tor : AA ! A,
given as an operation of arity 2, and natural transformations ,  and . These an be given as
2
morphisms of operations. For example, to give , we give a ategory 0 1 of operations of
arity 3, orresponding to the degree of naturality of . Thus, for ea h A, B , C in A we have a
map
2 (A;B;C
-) 1(A; B; C )
0 (A; B; C )
We then impose equations to ensure that the domain and odomain of these transformations are
the appropriate fun tors. For these are 0 (A; B; C ) = A (B C ) and 0 (A; B; C ) = (A B ) C .
Finally we need to impose the oheren e equations, whi h an be a hieved as equations at the
level of morphisms.
In this setting, a morphism of monoidal ategories is a fun tor that preserves all this stru ture
exa tly. This is not the usual de nition. In order to a hieve that de nition we would have to
study lax morphisms of algebras.
We shall give two further examples of monadi ity over Cat: ategories with pullba ks, and
artesian losed ategories. The te hnique used to show monadi ity is the same in both ases:
to make use of the algebrai nature of adjun tions. More pre isely, ategori al stru ture is often
expressed by means of an adjun tion with a previously de ned fun tor. To show that su h stru ture
is monadi , introdu e basi operations for the adjoint fun tor and the unit and ounit of the
adjun tion. Then use equations to say that the data for the adjoint fun tor is in fa t fun torial,
and that the unit and ounit are natural transformations, and nally that the triangle identities
for an adjun tion are valid.
Let's onsider pullba ks, an example given in both [Bur81℄ and [DK83℄. Here pullba k along
a morphism f : a ! b is treated as the right adjoint f  to the fun tor f : A=a ! A=b given by
omposition with f . A slight ompli ation is that we need to do this, not for a parti ular f , but
an arbitrary one. So, to give the data for the fun tor we need an operation of arity
r

r

-?
r

(the initial data for a pullba k square), produ ing a diagram of shape
r

?
r
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(the left-hand side of the pullba k square). This gives the e e t of the fun tor on obje ts. Similarly
we need an operation of arity
r

?
-?
r

r

produ ing a diagram of shape

r

r

?
?
r

r

(the pullba k of a omposable pair), giving the a tion of the fun tor on morphisms. These are
subje t to the obvious equations expressing fun toriality. There is obviously some redundan y
here: we ould have de ned the obje t part of the fun tor from the morphism part. Conversely, if
we are enri hing over Cat, the morphism part is redundant, sin e the operation giving the obje t
part is ne essarily fun torial.
Se ondly, we need the data for the unit and ounit of the adjun tion. The ounit is (essentially)
the top side of the pullba k square. So we need an operation of arity
r

r

produ ing a diagram of shape
r

-?
r

-

r

(again, if we wanted a ompa t rather than a stru tured presentation, we ould with advantage
pa kage this with the obje t part of the fun tor into a single operation yielding the entire pullba k
square). The unit is given by the diagram below:

P
B PPP1PPP
B R
-Pq
BB
h
?h
B
BB
BN ? f - ?f
r

r

r

r

r

so we need an operation of arity

r

r

?r

giving a diagram of shape

r

R

r

r

On e again, if we are enri hing over Cat, as we an in this ase, the naturality of both of these is
automati . If not, we have to for e it by means of equations. Finally, we need the equations:
 Æ (f ) = 1 and (f  ) Æ  = 1

whi h are the triangle equalities for the adjun tion.
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For artesian losed ategories, the rst part of the onstru tion, giving binary produ ts and a
terminal obje t an be done in a similar fashion. The interesting part is the fun tion spa e. The
new thing here is that fun tion spa e is a fun tor Aop  A ! A, whi h does not t into the pattern
Cat( ; A) ! A, be ause of its ontravarian e in the rst argument. This means that artesian
losed ategories an not be onstru ted as the algebras for a Cat-enri hed monad. However, we
an regard the fun tion spa e as a fun tor Cat(2; A)iso ! A, where Cat(2; A)iso is the ategory
whose obje ts are fun tors 2 ! A, and whose morphisms are natural isomorphisms. This is the
hom in the Gpd-enri hed sense, and a ordingly it turns out that artesian losed ategories are
the algebras for a Gpd-enri hed monad.
Note that working in a Gpd-enri hed, rather than a Cat-enri hed setting has the onsequen e
that we have to be spe i about the fun toriality and naturality of any onstru tions. For the
fun tion spa e, we need an operation of arity 2 giving the spa e itself, and for the e e t on
morphisms, we need an operation of arity
r

r

r

r

6 ?
giving a result of shape

r

?
r

We also need the unit, an operation taking two obje ts x and y as arguments and produ ing a
morphism  : y ! [x ! x  y℄, natural in y, as result, and the ounit, again taking two arguments
and produ ing  : x  [x ! y℄ ! y, again natural in y as result. Finally, we on e again impose the
triangle identities.
It will be seen that a large part of the usual onstru tions of ategories are monadi over Cat.
Generally they are enri hed over Cat when everything is ovariant, and enri hed over Gpd where
there is some ontravarian e. Enri hment over Cat guarantees the naturality of all onstru tions,
while enri hment over Gpd only guarantees naturality with respe t to isomorphisms, a fairly lowlevel form of parametri ity as in Robinson [Rob94℄. Moreover, we an treat a fun tor between
ategories as a two-sorted algebra. This allows us to handle, for example, artesian losed fun tors
between artesian losed ategories.
One on ept whi h however seems not to be monadi over any integer power of Cat is the
notion of bration. We do not have any de nite proof that it is not monadi , but we an give an
intuitive argument to explain why it is unlikely to be. This is that artesian lifting, whi h is entral
to the de nition, is only onditionally de ned. We re all that a bration is given by a fun tor
p : E ! B with ertain properties. Certain morphisms of E have the property of being artesian
with respe t to p, and for p to be a bration, we require that for all obje ts e of E , and for all
morphisms f : b ! p(e), there is a artesian morphism with odomain e mapping onto f under p
(a artesian lifting of f ). We really require this to be an operation of our theory, but we annot
express its arity. The arities we have available in Cat2 are pairs of nitely presentable ategories.
In this ase the most appropriate pair is h1;  ! i, but an operation of this arity would take an
arbitrary obje t of E and morphism of B . We have no way of imposing the requirement that the
obje t of E map onto the odomain of the morphism in B . Thus, unfortunately, brations live at
one level up in a hierar hy of logi al stru ture, the level of \essentially algebrai " stru ture. For
one a ount of this level of stru ture, and more examples of ategories monadi and not monadi
over Cat, we refer the reader to Power [Pow95℄.

7

Subset-Cat

In re ent work [Pow00℄ Power has been using algebrai stru ture over rather stranger ategories
to axiomatise premonoidal ategories. Premonoidal ategories were introdu ed in [PR97℄ as a
generalisation of monoidal ategories, the essential feature being that was a bifun tor only with
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respe t to a lass of entral maps. Both f B and A g are always de ned, but unless one of f or
g is entral (f B 0 ) Æ (A g) is not ne essarily equal to (A0 g) Æ (f B ), and f g is not de ned.
Another way of putting this is to say that we have fun tors hA ( ) = A ( ) and kB = ( ) B
su h that hA (B ) = kB (A) and hA is natural in A with respe t to entral maps. So a premonoidal
ategory is a ategory with a distinguished lass of maps ( ontaining the identities and losed
under omposition), and some of the stru ture is natural only with respe t to this distinguished
sub lass. This makes it impossible to axiomatise premonoidal ategories using the te hniques we
have seen so far.
However, a ategory with a distinguished lass of maps ontaining the identities and losed
under omposition is exa tly a Subset-enri hed ategory. Here, Subset is the ategory whose obje ts
are sets X equipped with a distinguished subset Y  X and where a map (Y  X ) ! (Y 0  X 0 )
is a fun tion f : X ! X 0 su h that f (Y )  Y 0 . The monoidal stru ture is produ t.
As always, Subset-Cat omes equipped with notions of Subset-fun tor (a fun tor whi h respe ts
the distinguished maps), and Subset-natural transformation (a natural transformation whose omponents are distinguished maps). These make Subset-Cat into a 2- ategory, i.e. a Cat-enri hed
ategory2. In this se tion we show how to make algebrai over Subset-Cat the notion of a ategory
C equipped with the following stru ture: a distinguished family of maps ontaining the identities and losed under omposition; and an ob(C)-indexed family of fun tors hA ( ) : C ! C all of
whi h preserve distinguished maps and are natural in A with respe t to distinguished maps. The
presentation will be enri hed over Cat. This is the ore of Power's presentation of premonoidal
ategories, and interesting as a te hnique in its own right.
First some notation. Power writes a Subset-Cat A as j : C ! D where D is the ambient ategory,
C the olle tion of distinguished maps and j the in lusion fun tor. We will use this, but also use
di erent arrows to distinguish the lasses of morphisms: we will reserve the usual solid arrow
a f- a0 for a distinguished morphism (a map from C in Power's notation), and use a dashed
arrow b g- b0 for an arbitrary map (a map from D).This gives us two di erent two-obje t singlearrow ategories:  - , where the single map is in the distinguished lass, and  - , where
it is not.
As arity for the basi operations we take = (  - ). Sin e we are in the Cat-enri hed
setting, we are interested in the ategory of Subset-fun tors and Subset-natural transformations
from to A. A Subset-fun tor is given by an obje t and a D-map: (a; b f- b0 ). A Subset-natural
transformation is
a

b

?

d

?

f

- b0

g

- d?0

where all the verti al arrows are C-maps.
Our family of basi operations will be given by a Subset- ategory: 
the tensor is easy to al ulate. Using Power's notation
X

(j : C

So when (j : C - D) = 
maps in X with identities.

-

-

) = (X  j : X  C

D

- , the only non-identity

X

- . In this instan e

 D)

-maps in the tensor are pairings of

C

2 Subset-Cat is artesian losed. The exponential is the ategory of all Subset -fun tors and all natural transformations, with those transformations all of whose omponents are distinguished as a distinguished subset. We ould
therefore take it as enri hed over itself. That however would be too mu h for our purposes.
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It follows that an interpretation gives

f- 0
b)

h0 (a; b
h2 (a; b

f- 0
b)

?
f
h1 (a; b - b0 )

This gives the data for the fun tor ha ( ). It will be the ase that h0 (a; b f- b0 ) = ha (b),
f
f
h1 (a; b - b0 ) = ha (b0 ) and h2 (a; b - b0) = ha (f ). To ensure this, impose equations to make
f
g
ha (b) well-de ned (h0 and h1 do not depend on f , and h0 (a; b - b0 ) = h1 (a; b0 - b00 )), and
0
h2 is fun torial. Now onsider a C-map a - a . Sin e h is fun torial we get a ommuting
square:
f- 0
b)

h0 (a; b
h2 (a; b

- h0 (a0; b f- b0)

f- 0
b)

f
h2 (a0 ; b - b0 )

?
?
f- 0 f
b)
h1 (a; b
h1 (a; b - b0 )

Writing this using ha ( ) we get
ha (b)
ha (f )

- ha (b)
0

ha (f )

?

?

0

ha (b0 ) - ha (b0 )
whi h expresses the naturality of ha ( ) in a with respe t to C-maps. Sin e our ategory of Subsetfun tors does not allow for D-maps a - a0 we do not get naturality in D-maps in this automati
0

fashion.
There is also fun toriality in b
have a square

- b0 to

f

b
f

then from it we get a square

?

b0

ha (b)
ha (f )

?

ha (b0 )

onsider, but this does not add mu h. Suppose we

-

u

g

- ?0

v

- ha( )
ha (g)

- ha(?0 )

This square ommutes if we take the top and bottom maps to be ha (u) and ha (v) respe tively.
We do not need any extra stru ture, so we impose equations to for e this to be the ase. In that
event the square tells us that ha ( ) preserves C-maps, whi h we did not previously know.
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The onstru tion just given is hardly elegant, even though we have left out the detail of the
equations needed, but the essential point is lear: a single family of operations of unusual arity
suÆ es to give all the essential data, in luding the naturality of the fun tors.
The onstru tion of premonoidal ategories does not involve mu h more. Simply repeat the
onstru tion for the fun tors kb (a), impose an equation for ha (b) = kb (a), and add the appropriate
natural transformations in C to make C a monoidal ategory. We saw how to do this in the previous
se tion.
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